
Wealth planning has
to be about more
than just the numbers
- the human element
must also be
addressed.
Don't be secretive
about family business
issues with heirs - it
could set the stage
for trouble.
Family business
wealth planning isn't
"one and done" - it
needs to be updated
regularly. 

Family businesses are foundational to the success of
economies around the world. The family business may be
the oldest business model. 

A true family business is one in which decision making is
influenced by multiple generations. How this operates
varies extensively from family business to family business,
of course. In many cases, the aim of the family controlling
the family business is to ensure continuity—making sure
the business continues to thrive over time, with the family
maintaining ownership and control. 

Successful family businesses typically need to engage in
wealth planning to make all that happen smoothly and
successfully. Wealth planning involves strategies around
investing, legal and other areas, integrated in a synergistic
manner so the various solutions work in concert with each
other.

Trouble is, there are numerous ways for family businesses
to get derailed by wealth planning mistakes and errors.
Here are five of the potentially biggest mistakes to
sidestep. www.oswegowealth.com
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Key Takeaways:Five Critical Wealth Planning Mistakes
of Successful Family Businesses



Mistake #1: Choosing to work with
the “wrong” wealth planners

Working with the “wrong” wealth planners for your
and your business’s needs is a critical mistake. By
not engaging high-quality wealth planners, your
family may face complications that can ripple
throughout the family business. 

All too often, wealth planners (whether they are
lawyers, accountants or wealth managers)
approach family businesses only from the vantage
point of their own expertise and their own set of
preferred strategies and solutions. This can be a
sign that a planner is wrong for your family
business.

Example: It is common for planners to think of
family business as some form of monolithic entity.
Usually, we find, the reality is very different. There
are family businesses with complex structures and
those with very simple structures—as well as a
plethora of forms in between these two poles.
Similarly, there are a range of family issues that
can affect family businesses.

Family members should be seeking to engage
wealth planners who can develop deep insights
into the family, including the aims and concerns of
its members. This is referred to as being able to
address the human element—the aspects of
family business and family wealth that go beyond
the numbers. Families should look for wealth
planners capable of providing the highest-quality
expertise to address a family’s goals and pressing
concerns. We see a pervasive tendency among
family businesses to focus on a wealth planner’s
technical proficiencies with numbers and data,
and not take into account his or her ability to
discern what is really important to the family itself. 

Family businesses can suffer badly when they
bring in state-of-the-art experts who are
enthralled with their own brilliance. They tend to
deliver intricate wealth planning solutions—but
those cutting-edge ideas don’t necessarily
address what the family cares about most. 

Mistake #2: Over-focusing on tax
minimization

One key role of many wealth planners is to
minimize taxes for families and their businesses.
And there are a number of ways to reduce or even
eliminate taxes. For example, wealth planners can
set up a single structure for a family business that
will reduce current income taxes, better manage
risks and transfer wealth to the next generation. A
wealth planner might also, in some cases, be able
to transfer equity to heirs at a discount from
current valuations. And if family business interests
are in multiple jurisdictions, a wealth planner
might possibly arbitrage the tax regimes—thereby
lowering the tax bill.

But if wealth planners fail to understand family
members’ agendas and focus too heavily on tax
minimization or elimination, the outcomes can be
bad. While reducing or eliminating taxes is quite
often a major objective of these families, we find
that it is almost never the only objective.
Sometimes it’s nowhere near the most important
objective, either. For example, most families
involved in business together deeply value family
harmony. In families with multiple heirs who have
very different levels of involvement in the family
business, the smartest tax strategies from a
technical standpoint may very well fuel family
discord. The cost of the resulting conflict could
exceed any tax savings achieved.

The upshot: Wealth planners have a duty to help
the family understand the trade-offs between its
aims—such as family harmony and tax mitigation.



Sometimes families are very secretive when it comes to their wealth planning.
This might involve not informing the heirs of how something concerning the
business or its finances is set up—meaning the kids don’t find out until the will is
read. 

Such extreme secrecy is often intended to maintain family cohesion, but instead
it usually proves to be counterproductive.

Making sure all the heirs know the intent of the current family business owners
can potentially lessen possible future conflicts. Open communication about
what is happening within the family and the family business today, as well as
what might happen in the future, is vitally important. Taking this approach
permits family members to adapt to their roles and deal with conflicts and
concerns early on instead of later—when emotions might be out of control.

In an even more extreme scenario, the owning family members do not share
the financials with the next generation, based on the presumption that if the
next generation doesn’t know the information, there won’t be any problems.
Unfortunately, this is a major mistake that can lead to a lot of trouble. Simply
accessing the Internet, for instance, may enable heirs to ascertain a fair amount
of insight into the levels and nature of the family’s wealth. Not sharing this
information tends to lead to inaccurate understanding, spurring intra-family
fights.

Note: Not all details of wealth planning need to be made transparent. But
making all the relevant parties aware of the big decisions concerning the family
business (and other assets) can potentially head off damage to the family
enterprise. 

Mistake #3: Being secretive about wealth planning

Mistake #4: Failing to keep wealth planning accurate
A prevalent error of many families with a family business is not keeping their
wealth planning up to date. It takes a lot of time and effort (and often
emotional energy, too) to address wealth planning. As a result, families who
have engaged in wealth planning sometimes take the attitude that they have
“checked that box” and are done with it forever. 

The reality is that family businesses, by their very nature, are always in flux—
thanks to everything from changing family dynamics to changing economic
conditions. It is therefore important to address these changes as they occur. In
order to ensure that the wealth planning remains accurate and relevant, it has
to be an ongoing process. As changes happen, it can be wise for a family to
connect with its wealth planner or planners to assess the impact and make
adjustments as needed.



The idea that a family cannot continue to run the family business is all too often seen as sign of
failure. For some family members, it is their legacy to continue the family business—and not doing so
is a disgrace. 

Some wealth planners may work to oppose a sale. For example, there are trust agreements that can
prevent the sale of a company to people outside of the family. While the idea may be to keep the
family together, the results are more likely to cause intra-family warfare. 

For example, if inheritors don’t want to own or manage the family business, it is likely the smarter
move to sell the enterprise. Wealth planners can play an important role in helping maximize the
after-tax proceeds the family receives from the sale.

A highly effective way to deal with this matter is to ensure as much flexibility for family members as
possible. The more options a family has, the more likely family members will benefit now and in the
future.

No mistakes have been made.
External factors, such as meaningful changes in the business environment, aren’t being
overlooked.
Meaningful changes in family member relationships are not being overlooked.
New and possibly useful wealth planning strategies and solutions are not being overlooked.

For families who have not kept their wealth planning current, one effective approach can be to have
a wealth planner review core elements of the plan. The aim is to ensure that:

For many families, keeping the wealth planning accurate can be the difference between having the
business for generations and losing it because of poor planning or inattention. 

Mistake #5: Believing that the sale of the family business
means failure

Conclusion
These five mistakes are all too
common among successful
family businesses, in our
experience. The good news: They
can be avoided if the families
work with very capable wealth
planners—professionals who are
both extremely technically skilled
and attentive to the human
element of wealth planning.
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